
SEAN KENNEY DESIGN, INC. - PRODUCT LINE SHEET

Product Name Image Product No. Item information /Size Wholesale Unit

Collectable miniatures sculpture replicas

Hummingbird mini collectible 202-0001 High-quality plastic replica miniatures of Sean Kenney’s 
sculpture.  4.5” tall.  Packaged in collectible window box. $8.00 each

Monarch mini collectible 202-0002
High-quality plastic replica miniatures of Sean Kenney’s 
sculpture.  4.5” tall.  Packaged in collectable window box. $8.00 each

Baseball Batter mini collectible 202-0003
High-quality plastic replica miniatures of Sean Kenney’s 
sculpture.  4.5” tall.  Packaged in collectable window box. $8.00 each

Postcards

Hummingbird 001-0001

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures 
connected to their natural habitat. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back/ must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Monarch on Milkweed 001-0002

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures 
connected to their natural habitat. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back/ must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Milk Snake & Mouse 001-0003

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures 
connected to their natural habitat. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back/ must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Woodpecker 001-0004

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures 
connected to their natural habitat. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back/ must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Grandpa & Granddaugter 001-0005

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures 
connected to their natural habitat. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back/ must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Bald Eagle 001-0006

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures 
connected to their natural habitat. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back/ must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Peacock 001-0007

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures 
connected to their natural habitat. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back/ must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Fawn, Doe & Buck 001-0008

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures 
connected to their natural habitat. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back/ must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50
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Polar Bear Mother & Cubs 001-0009

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures 
connected to their natural habitat. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back/ must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Snow Leopard 001-0010

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures 
connected to their natural habitat. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back/ must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Batter 001-0011

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures with 
description on rear. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back / must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Fielder 001-0012

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures with 
description on rear. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back / must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Slider 001-0013

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures with 
description on rear. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back / must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Mural 001-0014

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures with 
description on rear. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back / must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Wrigley(interior) 001-0015

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures with 
description on rear. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back / must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

Wrigley(exterior) 001-0016

Full color photographs of Sean Kenney’s sculptures with 
description on rear. 
4” x 6” full color UV coated front with black and white 
matte back / must be ordered in sets of 50

$37.50 Set of 50

1-inch button (six pack)

Nature Connects Button Set #2 002-0001 Full color images of select Nature Connects sculptures  
Each set includes six 1” buttons $6.00 per pack

Nature Connects Button Set #3 002-0002 Full color images of select Nature Connects sculptures  
Each set includes six 1” buttons

$6.00 per pack

Nature Connects Button Set #5 002-0003 Full color images of select Nature Connects sculptures  
Each set includes six 1” buttons

$6.00 per pack

Baseball Button Set #1 002-0004 Full color images of select Baseball sculptures  Each set 
includes six 1” buttons

$6.00 per pack

3-inch magnet
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Buck 003-0001
Beautifully printed, high-quality magnet, depicting select 
Nature Connects sculptures. 
3” x 2” full color gloss magnet

$3.00 each

Hummingbird 003-0002
Beautifully printed, high-quality magnet, depicting select 
Nature Connects sculptures. 
3” x 2” full color gloss magnet

$3.00 each

Bald Eagle 003-0003
Beautifully printed, high-quality magnet, depicting select 
Nature Connects sculptures. 
3” x 2” full color gloss magnet

$3.00 each

Batter 003-0004
Beautifully printed, high-quality magnet, depicting select 
Baseball sculptures. 
3” x 2” full color gloss magnet

$3.00 each

Slider 003-0005
Beautifully printed, high-quality magnet, depicting select 
Baseball sculptures. 
3” x 2” full color gloss magnet

$3.00 each

Wrigley 003-0006
Beautifully printed, high-quality magnet, depicting select 
Baseball sculptures. 
3” x 2” full color gloss magnet

$3.00 each

Fielder 003-0007
Beautifully printed, high-quality magnet, depicting select 
Baseball sculptures. 
3” x 2” full color gloss magnet

$3.00 each

Pitcher 003-0008
Beautifully printed, high-quality magnet, depicting select 
Baseball sculptures. 
3” x 2” full color gloss magnet

$3.00 each

Assorted items

Hummingbird Tote Bag 004-0001

This natural cotton canvas tote bag with a matching poly-
lining and red nylon shoulder strap is is printed with Sean 
Kenney’s Ruby Throated-Hummingbird LEGO sculpture. 
Bag: 15.5” x 12” x 4” Strap: 9.5”

$12.00 each

Hummingbird Keychain 005-0001
High quality, brightly colored, rubber 3D PVC keychain 
with a silver metal chain and keyring.  
Measures 1.25" x 1” x .125”

$3.00 each

Children’s books
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Cool Creations in 101 Pieces 011-0008

Creativity knows no bounds! LEGO artist Sean Kenney 
reuses up to 101 LEGO bricks to create a variety of images 
in all categories: vehicles, spaceships, home accessories, 
animals, nature, robots, and many other subjects. This 
second offering in the "Pieces" series is sure to spark 
imagination and encourage kids to think outside the box, 
which is the message that Sean strongly promotes about 
creativity, imagination, and building with LEGO. Building 
instructions for over 20 models are included.

please 
contact 
Alice at 
alice.baker@
macmillan.c
om

each

Cool Castles 011-0004

Attention young LEGO brick builders: Sean Kenney is 
back with new ideas and instructions for medieval 
creations! The "Castle" series is one of the strongest 
selling brands in the LEGO line. This activity book 
highlights animals, medieval castles and the knights who 
stand guard and keep the castles shipshape. There is even 
a joust and a battle with a dragon!

please 
contact 
Alice at 
alice.baker@
macmillan.c
om

each

Cool Creations 011-0006

Three books in one! This is the ultimate Sean Kenney 
collection that includes the classic LEGO model building 
books: Cool Cars and Trucks, Cool Robots, and Cool City. 
And as an added bonus there are over twenty-one NEW 
instructions and model tips included. So whether you want 
to build an SUV, a skyscraper, or a transformer this is the 
must-have collection for all LEGO enthusiasts to let their 
imaginations run wild!

please 
contact 
Alice at 
alice.baker@
macmillan.c
om

each

Cool Creations in 35 Pieces 011-0007

Creativity knows no bounds! LEGO artist Sean Kenney 
reuses the same thirty-five LEGO bricks to build a variety 
of images in all categories: vehicles, spaceships, home 
accessories, animals, nature, robots, and many other 
subjects. This new LEGO offering is sure to spark 
imagination and encourage kids to think outside the box 
with easy-to-follow instructions, which is the message that 
Sean strongly promotes about creativity, imagination, and 
building with LEGO.

please 
contact 
Alice at 
alice.baker@
macmillan.c
om

each

Cool City 011-0003

Attention young brick builders: Sean Kenney is back with 
original city creations of all sizes, colors, and features. 
Build a skyscraper, a brownstone, or how about a mini 
metropolis! Complete with select model instructions for 
more than six creations, insider tips, and landscape 
designs for new LEGO fans as well as diehard enthusiasts. 
And as a bonus―a sticker sheet to decorate your new city 
models.

please 
contact 
Alice at 
alice.baker@
macmillan.c
om

each

Cool Robot 011-0002

Attention young LEGO brick builders: Sean Kenney is 
back again with original creations of Robotopolis--robots, 
transformers, and spaceships of all sizes, colors, and 
features. 
Complete with select model instructions, insider tips, and 
landscape designs for new LEGO fans of all ages as well 
as diehard enthusiasts.

please 
contact 
Alice at 
alice.baker@
macmillan.c
om

each

Cool Cars and Trucks 011-0001

Attention young LEGO brick builders: Whether you'd like 
to build an SUV, an excavator, a tanker truck, or a race car, 
this hands-on book will show you how. You can create 
street scenes such as a construction site, a fire rescue, or 
even a family on moving day. 
Children of all ages will let their imaginations run wild as 
they learn that there are no limits to what can be created 
with LEGO. And easy-to-follow instructions are included 
for several of the models!

please 
contact 
Alice at 
alice.baker@
macmillan.c
om

each

Amazing ABC 011-0005

This alphabet board book of fantastic LEGO creations is 
specifically for toddlers. It's a visual LEGO feast rather than 
an instructional book. The colorful, bold images are easily 
recognizable for the youngest LEGO enthusiasts.

please 
contact 
Alice at 
alice.baker@
macmillan.c
om

each

Printed LEGO® Mini-figure

Bald Eagle 101-0001

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each
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Bald Eagle 101-0002

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Tiger Swallowtail 101-0003

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Tiger Swallowtail 101-0004

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Monarch 101-0005

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Monarch 101-0006

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Dragonfly 101-0007

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Dragonfly 101-0008

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Hummingbird 101-0009

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Hummingbird 101-0010

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Peacock 101-0011

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Peacock 101-0012

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Buck 101-0013

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Buck 101-0014

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each
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Spider 101-0015

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Spider 101-0016

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Praying Mantis 101-0017

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Praying Mantis 101-0018

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Tortoise 101-0019

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Tortoise 101-0020

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the Nature Connects logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

POP Bunnies 101-0021

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the NaturePOP! logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

POP Doe & Fawn 101-0022

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the NaturePOP! logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

POP Eagle 101-0023

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the NaturePOP! logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

POP Polar Bear 101-0024

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the NaturePOP! logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

POP Rose 1 101-0025

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the NaturePOP! logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

POP Rose 2 101-0026

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the NaturePOP! logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

POP Woodpecker 101-0027

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the NaturePOP! logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each
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POP Zebra 101-0028

LEGO mini-figure printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork on 
the torso and the NaturePOP! logo on the back.   

Leg color and hair style may vary

$5.00 each

Printed LEGO® keychain (small)

Monarch 102-0001
Keychain built with real LEGO pieces, printed with the 
Nature Connects logo and Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a 
color-coordinated base.

$4.00 each

Doe & Fawn 102-0002
Keychain built with real LEGO pieces, printed with the 
Nature Connects logo and Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a 
color-coordinated base.

$4.00 each

Dragonfly 102-0003
Keychain built with real LEGO pieces, printed with the 
Nature Connects logo and Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a 
color-coordinated base.

$4.00 each

Hummingbird 102-0004
Keychain built with real LEGO pieces, printed with the 
Nature Connects logo and Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a 
color-coordinated base.

$4.00 each

Peacock 102-0005
Keychain built with real LEGO pieces, printed with the 
Nature Connects logo and Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a 
color-coordinated base.

$4.00 each

Praying Mantis 102-0006
Keychain built with real LEGO pieces, printed with the 
Nature Connects logo and Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a 
color-coordinated base.

$4.00 each

Spider 102-0007
Keychain built with real LEGO pieces, printed with the 
Nature Connects logo and Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a 
color-coordinated base.

$4.00 each

Buck 102-0008
Keychain built with real LEGO pieces, printed with the 
Nature Connects logo and Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a 
color-coordinated base.

$4.00 each

Tortoise 102-0009
Keychain built with real LEGO pieces, printed with the 
Nature Connects logo and Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a 
color-coordinated base.

$4.00 each

Printed LEGO® keychain (large, customized)

Bee in Flower 103-0001
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each

Monarch 103-0002
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each
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Tiger Swallowtail 103-0003
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each

Doe & Fawn 103-0004
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each

Dragonfly 103-0005
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each

Gardening girl 103-0005
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each

Hummingbird 103-0006
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each

Peacock 103-0007
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each

Spider 103-0008
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each

Buck 103-0009
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each

Tortoise 103-0010
Personalized with your logo.  Keychain built with real 
LEGO pieces, printed with the Nature Connects logo and 
Sean Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base.

$5.00 each

Printed LEGO® puzzle

Tiger Swallowtail 104-0001 12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  $5.00 each

Doe & Fawn 104-0002
12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  $5.00 each

Hummingbird 104-0003 12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  $5.00 each
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Peacock 104-0004 12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  

$5.00 each

POP Doe & Fawn 104-0005 12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  

$5.00 each

POP Lion 104-0006 12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  $5.00 each

POP Butterfly 104-0007 12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  

$5.00 each

POP Polar Bear 104-0008 12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  $5.00 each

POP Rose 104-0009 12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  

$5.00 each

POP Tree Frog 104-0010 12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  $5.00 each

Product Name Image Product No. Item information /Size Wholesale Unit
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POP Zebra 104-0011 12-piece jigsaw puzzle comprised of real LEGO elements 
printed with Sean Kenney’s artwork.  

$5.00 each

Printed LEGO@ panel

Monarch 105-0001

Real LEGO elements; a clear panel printed with Sean 
Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base featuring 
the Nature Connects logo. 

Optional: Add your logo for an additional $1

$4.00 each

Dragonfly 105-0002

Real LEGO elements; a clear panel printed with Sean 
Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base featuring 
the Nature Connects logo. 

Optional: Add your logo for an additional $1

$4.00 each

Hummingbird 105-0003

Real LEGO elements; a clear panel printed with Sean 
Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base featuring 
the Nature Connects logo. 

Optional: Add your logo for an additional $1

$4.00 each

Peacock 105-0004

Real LEGO elements; a clear panel printed with Sean 
Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base featuring 
the Nature Connects logo. 

Optional: Add your logo for an additional $1

$4.00 each

Spider 105-0005

Real LEGO elements; a clear panel printed with Sean 
Kenney’s artwork, on a color-coordinated base featuring 
the Nature Connects logo. 

Optional: Add your logo for an additional $1

$4.00 each

Lamps

DeVoe               006-0001 

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

DeVoe               006-0002

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each
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DeVoe               006-0003 

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

DeVoe               006-0004 

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

DeVoe               006-0005 

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Lexington         007-0001

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Lexington         007-0002

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Lexington         007-0003

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Lexington         007-0004

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Lexington         007-0005

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each
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Mercer                     008-0001

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Mercer                     008-0002

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Mercer                     008-0003

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Mercer                     008-0004

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Stanton                   009-0001

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Stanton                   009-0002

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Stanton                   009-0003

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Stanton                   009-0004

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each
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Stanton                   009-0005

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Lafayette                 010-0001

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Lafayette                 010-0002

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Lafayette                 010-0003

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each

Lafayette                 010-0004

Fully-functional, handmade, limited-edition lamps built 
entirely with LEGO® bricks. 

$400.00 each
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